Introduction to Charanga
Overview
Charanga is an easy-to-use, modern online resource to support primary music teaching. It holds
thousands of resources including lesson plans, games, activities, songs and videos. Charanga can be
integrated into your music teaching as much or as little as you wish; whether you wish to use it as your
main scheme of work, or simply to access topic-centred music resources.

Where to begin?
Whilst there’s a wealth of resources throughout Charanga; the main four sections we’d advise starting
with would be familiarising yourself with the resources in SCHEME, FREESTYLE and SING tabs.

Help!
There are help and instruction videos throughout the Charanga site. However, if you ever get stuck
then the “Help” function is a great tool for step-by-step guidance about the various sections of the
website. If you get really stuck, you can always contact the Charanga helpdesk: Email
helpdesk@charanga.com or call 01273 823 909

Need something specific?
The search function in the top righthand corner of the screen is a great
tool to navigate all resources. Give it
a go: if there’s a topic, artist or genre
that would support your lesson, why
not give it a search? For example:
searching “India” brings up 37
resources….
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Musical School Scheme
The Charanga Musical School Scheme provides teachers with week-by-week lesson support for each
year group in the school. It is ideal for both specialist and non-specialist teachers, providing lesson
plans, assessment, clear progression, and engaging and exciting whiteboard resources to support
every lesson. The Scheme supports all the requirements of the national curriculum.
Each academic year is broken into
6 units of work (1 per half term),
each divided into 6 progressive
steps. Once you click on “Musical
Scheme” you can then click on
your year group to be taken
through to the units of work.
This page will provide with an
overview of the units throughout
the year, to help with your
planning. On the right-hand side
you can download all your
resources for the year including
an
interactive
assessment
framework, additional resources
and activity manual.

Once you click on the unit of work (left-hand side) you’ll be taken to the unit’s homepage. Each unit is
designed to take approximately six weeks, focused around a specific song or piece of music. The
material presents an integrated approach to music where games, the dimensions of music (pulse,
rhythm, pitch etc), singing and playing instruments are all linked.

The documentation on
the
right-hand side
should provide you with
all the resources you
need for this unit
including; scores, lesson
plans, assessment and
additional support.
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Each unit is broken down into six “steps”. Although units can vary, the steps are generally themed as
follows:

Step 1
Introduction to
song/topic,
musical
activities

Step 2
Beginning to
use
instruments

Step 3
Improvisation

Step 4
Composition

Step 5

Step 6

Rehearsals and
performance

Rehearsals and
performance

Example unit: Musical Scheme
There’s a huge amount of potential activities and variations within each of the progressive steps.
Here’s a few tips and tricks to help you with your lessons:

Freestyle
Freestyle is a useful area for music teachers to create their own, bespoke music plans with an extensive
library of resources including: Units of Work, themed Topics, instrumental courses and much more.
Freestyle is ideal for specialist and experienced class teachers, whether you’re collating a set music
lesson or looking to integrate music activities into your set topics. Freestyle is best discovered through
exploring, however here’s an overview of some of the resources available:
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Units of Work: These are structured much the same as the “Music Scheme” units (with six progressive
steps in each). Select each unit throughout the year to create your own scheme of work. As before,
you can “save” each lesson activity through the “+My Lessons”.
Topics: Each topic contains a range of songs and related resources linked to popular primary themes.
Use the Topics as an exciting song bank to support and enhance learning right across the curriculum.
Topics range from Ancient Egypt to Mathematics and are divided into KS1 and KS2.
Productions: Looking for your next school show? Each production contains all the documents,
resources, songs and rehearsal plans for your school to put on a full production. Please note: included
within each production is information on how to obtain a reduced Public-Performance License.
Listening centre: Use this section for any situation; whether that be music to listen to in assemblies,
to reinforce learning of the interrelated dimensions of music, musical games such as identifying
instruments or perhaps even more valuably, for mindfulness and wellbeing exercises. Each piece of
music includes questions to ask children, history and facts about the tune.
Courses: These courses will enrich, enhance and extend your curriculum delivery. Perhaps incorporate
them as part of a custom-built scheme or use them as stand-alone courses. Courses include blues,
recorder, ukulele and hip hop.
Creative apps: Access to a selection of creative apps to deepen musical knowledge and understanding.

Sing
The Sing tab is Charanga’s
own song bank. Using the
menu on the left, you can
search for and browse
through over 500 songs, filter
by
age
group
appropriateness, topic, style
or genre and difficulty level.
Or, if you look down the
right-hand side of the Sing
homepage, you will find
alternative activities, videos
and collections…
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There are vocal coaching tutorials with handy warm up exercise ideas:

And entire song collections:

Right through to challenging 3 – 5 Part Songs, so plenty to keep any classroom or school choir
occupied!
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My workspace
My Workspace is personal to you and a place to do the following:
• Access your favourite resources and upload your own resources
• Build, edit, and share your lessons
• Provide pupils with access to YUMU and track their progress
There is plenty of help on how to use My Workspace on the Help pages in Charanga, and SoundStorm
has also developed further guidance on this as part of the intermediate/advanced CPD topics
Charanga: Navigating My Workspace, however below we will go through some of its functions to get
you started.
My Resources:
My Resources is your personal library of resources for you to use throughout your teaching. Whenever
you see a resource on the site that you like you can star it to add it to your “My Resources” library.
You can also upload your own resources.
My Lessons & My Units:
You can start with a ready-made lesson and then add or remove resources, or you can build new
lessons or units from scratch. Whenever you see an activity you’re interested in; click “+MyLessons”
and it will appear in this section. You can then add elements and resources as you wish.

You can also add notes for your lesson, share your lesson with your colleagues and upload your own
resources.
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YUMU & Music World
YUMU is the Charanga student portal. Once they have been provided their own log ins (by creating
your student groups and generating log in letters) you can set them home learning tasks. There is
plenty of help on how to do this on the Help pages in Charanga, and SoundStorm has also developed
guidance on this as part of the intermediate/advanced CPD topics Charanga: Top Home Learning
Resources.
Music World (within YUMU) offers a safe, online learning environment through which children can
improve their instrumental learning. Through this interactive “world”, children progress through a
“path” with various activities ranging from composition and improvisation, to notation and music
theory.
As their teacher, you can assess their progress, set them specific tasks (for homework or individual
learning) and generally curate their journey through your management tools.

Downloading Offline Lesson Viewer
Go to ‘Help’ and scroll down to ‘Using Charanga Offline’. Click on ‘Downloading Offline Lesson Viewer’.
As with the other topics in the Help section, there are video tutorials and helpful step by step guidance.

Summary
We hope this Introduction to Charanga has given you a helpful overview of your first steps to
navigating its wealth of resources and possibilities for its implementation in your music lessons.
As indicated throughout this guide, there are very easy to follow tutorials on the Help pages of the
website, however if you are thinking of something specific, or are perhaps overwhelmed with the
sheer volume of content on the site but want to incorporate Charanga into your lessons, get in touch
with your Music and Cultural Education Coordinator and they will be happy to help!
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